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VW owner José Mujica and his wife Lucía
Topolansky meet famous supermodel Carla Piaggio
at an event for the Mini World Cup, where a baby
team will play in the England strip. Traditionally,
no doubt, the mini-captain will be injured in
training, the goalkeeper will have greased gloves and
the team will only run for the first hour of the game.
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NEW BRITSOC
COMMITTEE
APPOINTED
The AGM on 10 June elected the
following, with thanks to their
predecessors:

Stop press

NEW E-MAIL
ADDRESS FOR
PRESIDENT

1 July 2010

britsoc@gmail.com by noon on the last day of
each month. Good luck, German!

Secretary: Susan McConnell
Sir Winston Churchill Home and
Benevolent Fund Chairman:
Virginia Campbell
For contact details see back page.

FIRST CROQUET COURT
IN SOUTH AMERICA
The Rambla at
Solymar, between
bajadas 17 and 18
(5 minutes east of
Carrasco), is now
the site of the first
purpose-built
croquet court in
South
America.
At present the
court is private,
but if there were
sufficient interest
it
might
be
possible to create
a club, partly so
as to train up a
national team that could take part in
World Championships, but mainly to
give more people the chance to enjoy
a sociable form of gentle exercise for
which you do not need to be young,
male or fit. Call Jonathan Lamb on
712 6864 or mail him at
lambfam@adinet.com.uy.

Drawing: Lourdes Marchewka (11), Colegio Santa Elena

Looking for an investment opportunity in Punta del Este? Check out this month’s donors, Nana Lavagna (see p6) at www.nanalavagna.com
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THE BRITISH SOCIETY IN URUGUAY: President’s report for 2009
This AGM will see a considerable change in the makeup of the British Society Committee, since four of the members
will be stepping down. This is a slightly unfortunate coincidence, but, at the same time, I think we can look back on
two years when quite a lot of progress has been made, and when the foundations have been laid for a continued growth
and broadening of the Society’s activities.
Amongst the advances that we believe the Society has made in this period are:
The Newsletter. The initiative that was first taken by Mark Teuten has been carried on with great enthusiasm and
imagination by Jonathan Lamb, and our Newsletter is now a substantial organ incorporating a completely new layout,
full colour, photographs, and a wide range of articles of interest to the Community, as well as the usual information
about the events of all our societies. We think the Newsletter is a very good reflection of the energy and dynamism
which is now evident in the British Community of Montevideo.
Excursions. We had rather given up the very popular outings which had been organised in the past, but in the last
couple of years we have had the famous Train Trip to Juanicó (with wine tasting), and the evening cruise on the
Capitán Miranda. Another is now projected for October, when we shall make a weekend visit to Fray Bentos, Botnia
and the old Anglo Frigorífico. We hope that these excursions will now become a regular fixture in our agenda.
Honorary Members. Long ago we identified the need to recognize the unsung heroes of our Community, and this
was finally achieved with a ceremony attended by HMA Mr. Patrick Mullee, when we presented certificates of
Honorary Membership to three ladies – Phyllis Day, Lucille Best and Kathleen Potts – who have given outstanding
service to the British community over many years. There are more candidates who should receive this token of our
esteem, so we hope that this idea, too, will become an established tradition.
New Financing. After consultation with the last AGM, the committee instituted a trial period during which annual
subscriptions would be suspended, and financing of our activities would be covered by a number of other sources
including donations for space in the newsletter, life membership fees for new members, a small annual subscription
from each society, and so on. This has now been implemented, and is proceeding well.
TABS. (Thoughtful Assistance for the British Society.) The notion of establishing a kind of friendly support system
for our senior members was broached and accepted by the last AGM, and it is hoped that this idea will become reality
in the near future.
The Town Crier. This telephone cascade system was created three years ago or so, but has never really been made
proper use of. It can be a very useful instrument, and would be worth reviving.
But probably the most important development in the life and future of our Society has been the contact which has been
established with what we call The Next Generation. The continued health and survival of our Community obviously
lies in the hands of succeeding generations, and the Committee felt that it was vitally important to make sure that the
next generation of British descent, who are probably in their 30s or 40s, should feel welcome and valued in the British
Society, with a view to incorporating them as fully as possible into our societies and associations. A first initiative was
undertaken by Richard Empson, who produced a long list of possible contacts, and about 60 of them accepted an
invitation to dinner at the President´s house. Their interest and enthusiasm was palpable, and, after a further get
together at the new British School pavilion, the idea really seems to have taken off, and we believe that the Next
Generation will shortly be firmly incorporated into the committee work of our different societies. It is a great step
forward.
We always take this opportunity to thank the many volunteers who support our activities in so many ways, and if it is
a little repetitive because we thank many of the same people year after year, our gratitude is nonetheless deep and
genuine. I’d like to mention particularly Phyllis Day, who is so staunch in her work for the Benevolent Society, and
Patsy Cobham, who has helped us for so many years in the preparation and distribution of the Newsletter, as well as
Ian McConnell, who has audited our accounts for the second year. The Sir Winston Churchill Home continues to
provide outstanding care for the elderly in our community thanks to the selfless dedication of the Chairman, Martin
Wells, and all his Committee, together with Linda Brady and the staff of the Home, all of whom give unstintingly of
their time and concern to provide an elegant and decorous atmosphere for members of our community in their later
years. Our thanks, too, to the British Schools and the British Hospital for their unfailing support of the Sir Winston
Churchill Home and Benevolent Fund. We wish to thank, too, the British Hospital Shop and Silver River Lodge for
their generous donations in the past year, as well as the BWA who most thoughtfully donated the balance of their
funds when the association closed its doors for the last time in 2009.
Finally, I would like to record my gratitude to the members of this committee who have supported all our projects with
great energy and enthusiasm. Susan Drever, Camilla O’Neill and Jonathan Lamb will be stepping down while Michael
Brown will continue on to the next committee. They have all been enormously valuable in achieving the steps that I
have outlined above, and I offer them my personal thanks as well as those of the Society at large. For my part, as I
leave at the end of what is I think my twelfth year as Chairman of the British Society, I would like to simply reiterate
what I have said on earlier occasions: it is a real privilege to have had the opportunity to serve this community of so
many dynamic societies and such nice people.
Richard Cowley

CLUB DE LUNCH

Senator Sergio
Abreu Bonilla

announce their next luncheon which will take place at
12.15 on Wednesday 7 July at the NH Columbia Hotel.
The guest speaker will be Dr Sergio Abreu, a lawyer with
an MA in Public Administration from the University of
Southern California and an ex-student of International
Law at the Academy of International Law in The Hague.
A former Foreign Minister, Minister of Industry, Vice
President of the UN General Assembly and President of
the GATT Inter-ministerial Committee, Dr Abreu is
currently a Senator as well as a lecturer at the
Universidad de Montevideo and Universidad de la
República.
He was a member of the Uruguayan
delegation to The Hague for the reading of the final
verdict by the International Court of Justice concerning
the conflict over the UPM (ex Botnia) plant.

FRENCH SOCIETY SEEKS
HELP WITH LODGINGS
Our French equivalent,
Montevideo Acceuil, says
that two 24 year old French
medical students will be in
Montevideo from 28 June to
1 September on an exchange
programme working at the
Pereira Rossell Hospital.
The girls urgently need
accommodation in Pocitos,
Buceo or town centre, for
which they will pay. Their
contact is Catherine Pinelli:
094 275788 or 604 6706.
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Embassy News

EMBASSY WEBSITE
www.ukinuruguay.fco.gov.uk
The NGO “Urubike” inaugurated the second “bicipunto” in
the parking area of Tres Cruces Shopping Centre. With
Embassy support, the first one was built in the ANCAP
petrol station on Rambla and Bulevar Artigas to encourage
use of bicycles and reduce greenhouse gas emissions (side
effects include staying healthy and fit!) Bicipunto is a place
where cyclists can "maintain" their bycicles. You leave
your cédula and are given access to the keys to the tools
and everything you need to repair your bike and keep
cycling. Free of charge of course.
Congratulations to Patrick Bimson for his MBE (Member
of the British Empire). Patrick’s honour was announced in
The Queens Brithday's Honours 2010 and was given to
Patrick for his services to British interests in Uruguay.
Photo in a forthcoming issue.

LETTER: Health Care
Dear Editor,
I enjoyed David Finzer´s interview (NL, June) and agree with most of his points, but as a Canadian I must strongly
disagree with his statement about Canada´s health system being so bad (the States having the second worst after
Canada). Canada has a Provincial health care system in which you pay a small monthly fee and you and your family
are covered with semi-private accommodation at no extra cost. While you are in hospital you don´t pay for any
medication you are prescribed neither for any aspect of your treatment until you check out. I was seriously ill while
living there and the excellent Canadian health care got me up on my feet in due course in a comfortable and relaxed
environment, at absolutely no extra cost. Of course, those who want even better health care, can go to doctors who have
a private practice, like here and Harley St. in London or everywhere else, that is also available at quite a high cost. I
regard this as a necessary clarification for the sake of the truth about Canada´s health care system. Thank you.
- Juan José Castillos

1)
At this time of the year we carry out
our annual test on senior citizens.
Exercising the brain is as important
as exercising the muscles.
As we grow older, it’s important to
keep mentally alert. If you don’t use
it you’ll lose it!!
Do the test to determine whether
you’re losing it or not. There are only
three questions…cover the page or the
screen to stop yourself reading ahead
as you go.
OK, relax, clear your mind and
begin…
Question:
What do you put in a toaster?
“Bread”

Answer:

If you said “toast”, give up now and do
something else.

Answer:

Cows drink water.

TEST FOR PREMATURE SENILITY

If you said “milk” don’t try the next
question. Your brain is stressed and
may overheat! Simply read some more
appropriate literature such as “The
Three Piggies”.
However, if you said “water” go to
question 3.
3)
Without using a calculator:
you’re driving a bus between Leeds and
London.
At the beginning of the journey, 17
people get on the bus; and on arrival at
Sheffield, six people get off the bus and
nine people get on.
In Leicester, two people get off and four
get on.

Try not to injure yourself.

In Northampton, 11 people get on and
16 get off. You finally get to London.
What is the bus driver’s name?

2)

Answer:

Tell us: what do cows drink?

Check your I.D. Card.
You are the driver, see
first sentence.

Say “silk” five times.
Silk, silk, silk, silk, silk
Now spell “silk”

95% of people get at least one question
wrong! The Editor certainly did.

DELPHIE HUBBER’S
LEGENDARY
CHOCOLATE CAKE
Delphie Hubber, who died on 2 June
at the age of 94, was known for her
amazing chocolate cake. Here is the
recipe, with thanks to Susan Drever.
Measure into mixing bowl (all
measures level):
2 cups flour
2 cups sugar
1 teasp salt
2/3 cup bitter cocoa
¾ cup shortening or butter
1 ½ teasp bicarbonate of soda
¾ cup milk
and beat together vigorously in mixer
for 2 minutes.
Sprinkle in ¾ teasp baking powder
and beat again.

,

Add ½ cup coffee or milk, 3 eggs 1
teasp vanilla essence, and beat again.
Bake in two greased and lined cake
tins at 350°C for 45 minutes.
Icing: Melted chocolate and butter
mixed with dulce de leche.
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SCOT BUILDS 45 HOUSES IN
CANELONES
Jonathan Lassers, The Ariel
Group
Scots-born Jonathan Lassers’s
Ariel Investment Management is
developing a suburban housing
project,
Las
Higueritas
(www.lashigueritas.com) in a
parkland setting of 6.5 hectares
next to the playing fields of the
Lycee Francais and the Old Christians on Camino Gonchi
Rodriguez. The development of 45 designer homes created
by the Argentine architect Martin Gomez will be available
for sale later this year. The project is being structured as
a fideicomiso arranged by the Winterbotham Group. The
project is conveniently situated close to the airport,
Zonamérica, the new ring road and the peaje to Punta.

180,000 people living in informal housing in the
greater Montevideo area. Along with this deficit goes a
lack of building standards, modern materials and the
general quality of housing, which declines
proportionately with income. This area is the one of
greatest challenge and currently the hardest to
address. The current fiscal system penalises equally
those least able to afford housing and in order to
construct a regularised home the burden of cost and
bureaucracy is simply unattainable for many.”
Ariel
Investment
Management
(www.arielinvestmentmanagement.com) aims to
provide properly structured investment vehicles that
will create sound investments, transparency and allow
the introduction of capital to all sectors of the markets
in Uruguay and beyond. Jonathan says, “Apart from
enjoying living here, Uruguay is the perfect base for
our future activities with building materials and
affordable house building in Southern Brazil”.

RUDE WORDS
Asked in May for four sentences illustrating the difference
between lascivious, lewd, lecherous and libidinous, this
was the offering from Eddy de León:

Ariel Industries is also building a manufacturing facility
to produce lightweight concrete blocks that meet the new
thermal standard with a single block rather than an
expensive composite construction that will now be
required to meet the standard. Ariel Industries is part of
a group involved in the creation of a national standard for
thermal insulation in buildings with UNIT - Instituto
Uruguayo de Normas Técnicas. This standard has now
been adopted by the Intendencia of Montevideo for new
residential construction.

He depended for that mostly on the disposition of Greta,
his libidinous fiancée, whose lustful desires she wantonly
distributed among a number of friends of both sexes.

Jonathan has been resident in Uruguay for the last five
years and is also very much involved in the affordable
housing sector, which he considers one of the areas of
greatest social need in Uruguay. “There are an estimated

Other answers: the pictures were of computer mice, which
for some reason sounds strange in the plural; and the
extract featuring Paysandu tongue was from The Diary of
a Nobody, by George and Weedon Grossmith.

LETTER: ARMANDO ESTEBAN QUITO
Dear Sir,
It's been quite difficult to guess Quito's first name, but I
believe I have finally succeeded. It's Esteban!
However, your humble servant would like to disagree with
Val Isaacs because, as a matter of fact, Quito's first name
isn't really ESTEBAN, but ARMANDO. Thus, his full name
is Armando Esteban Quito. Actually, come to think of it, I
reckon it would be appropriate to remember Armando was a
member of the nobility-- his title, Des, a rather peculiar one.
It would do him justice if we were to address him Des
Armando Esteban Quito.
Furthermore, I strongly believe you wouldn't like to forget
mentioning Des Armando's Latin title, namely "Est", which
was later abandoned by Armando's father, Amos. Rumour
has it that Amos (Des Armando's father) was not really
appreciative of belonging to a family of poor Latin
carpenters, and so decided that he would simply eliminate
the Latin title Est, which was indicative of his poverty.
To sum up, I think you would all like to remember the person
who, to put it poetically, made these lines possible: Est
Amos': Des Armando Esteban Quito—May Thy wisdom be a
benchmark for the carpenters of our era!
- Pablo Bartkevicius

LANGUAGE CORNER

A regular feature for our many English student readers:
some alternative word definitions from Richard Cowley.
Malinger: To hang around shopping centres
Sorcery: A bit like a saucer.
Flabbergasted: Appalled at the weight you have gained.
Aperitif: A set of dentures.
Elbow: A Spanish archer.
Intense: Gone camping.

My lecherous Uncle Plutarch was out with sundry willing
gals almost every night of the week.
Cousin Gerald, though certainly as lewd as his widowed
father, did not indulge his lasciviousness nearly so often.

LYMPHOMA
If you have lymphoma, or know someone who does,
you are invited to our
2010 SERIES OF TALKS
on topics such as practical advice on
chemotherapy, discussed recently by oncologist
Lic. Elena Oliva at the Comisión Honoraria de
Lucha Contra el Cáncer, Brandzen 1961 piso 11.
Organiza: Asociación Civil Grupo Linfoma Uruguay
Inscripciones: 711 61 10 / 099 423 555. E-mail:
uruguay.grupolinfoma@gmail.com
www.grupolinfomauruguay.org

WORLD CUP JOKES with thanks to Martin Wells
The England team went to visit an orphanage in South
Africa. "It’s so good to put a smile on the faces of people
with no hope, constantly struggling and facing the
impossible" said Jamal Omboto, aged 6.
What's the difference between Robert Green's spill and
BP's spill? - Robert Green has got a cap for his.
Osama bin Laden has just released a new TV message to
prove he is still alive. He said that the England team is
complete rubbish. British intelligence have dismissed the
claim, stating that the message could have been recorded
any time in the last 44 years.
Robert Green - the only man to leave Africa without
catching anything.
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CITY OF MONTEVIDEO
PIPE BAND

RIVERSIDE

Contact Daniel Pereira
Pierce at
dpereira@montevideopb.com

PIPE

BAND

is currently looking to recruit new
members to its piping, drumming
and dancing corps.

We would like the British
Community to know that we
are looking for new members
to join the Piping, Drumming
and Highland Dancing corps.
Our practices take place on
Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the
St Andrew’s School and Sundays 10:30 am at The British
Schools if you want to pop
round and see.
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Lessons in bagpiping, Scottish
drumming and Highland dancing
are at low cost and given by the
best instructors in town. It must
be underlined that Riverside's
dancing corps has won the most
medals of any on the continent.
SCOTTISH DEODORANT TESTING
(Actually from the last Encuentro Británico-Oriental in
Durazno)

DO YOU HAVE

TREASURE IN THE ATTIC?
FERNANDO BONILLA, AUCTIONEER &
VALUER
offers his services to English speakers and others
in the valuation of estates and house contents for
accounting, probate, insurance & sale purposes
Real estate appraisals, IAS 16 Property, Plant &
equipment revaluations
Real estate auctions and business liquidations
Valuation of antiques, fine furniture & libraries
Regular sales of antiques, books & collectibles
Consignments welcomed - house visits free
Web: www.bonilla.com.uy Mobile: 096 713 730

Those interested are welcome to
contact us at RiversidePipeBand@gmail.com. Come and join
the thrill of pipe banding with the
most exciting band in town!

WORLD CUP 2010
They're blowing vuvuzelas
in Mandela's neighborhood
Where all the kids are soccer stars
or would be if they could
I'm loving all the sportsmanship
and watching all the games
and cheering all the players
though I can't pronounce their names
When the final vuvuzela blows
one team will wear the crown
My cup is running over
as the clock is running down

Tony Beckwith 2010

THE 4th Dilmah Challenge, Buceo Yacht Club 2010
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THE BRITISH SOCIETY IN URUGUAY
britsoc@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor:
German Villar
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m.uy
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McConnell
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MAKE A DONATION
and we will thank you on every page! On behalf
of
a
growing
number
of
Uruguay’s most affluent and influential
movers and shakers, plus diplomats,
international companies, recent settlers and
language institutes.

Contact britsoc@gmail.com

BRIDGE CLASSES
for beginners. Prof. Gonzalo Uriarte, 099144645.
Tues & Thurs at 7:15 pm. Adults are entitled to
the first two classes free. Students: entire course
free. If you already play bridge and are seeking a
refresher course or tournaments, please call
099186846. Nice venue in Malvin with cafeteria:
Orinoco 4864 and Río de la Plata.
See
http://peachbridge.webs.com

COOK IN RESIDENCE
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BANANA AND COCONUT RELISH
1 tblsp black mustard seeds
1/4 cup (60mls) white vinegar
1 1/2 (105g shredded coconut
1 cup (250mls) water
3/4 cup (180mls) white vinegar, extra
1 1/4 cups (310 mls)) sunflower oil
1 small onion (80) chopped finely
2 cloves garlic crushed
3 tsp grated fresh ginger
12 fresh chillies de-seeded and finely chopped
2 tsp chilli powder
1 tblsp ground cumin
2 tblsp ground tumeric
2 tomatoes (260g) chopped coarsely
6 medium ripe bananas (1.2kg) chopped coarsely
3/4 cup (150g) firmly packed brown sugar
3 tsp salt
1 tblsp lime juice
1/4 cup chopped fresh coriander leaves
Combine mustard seeds and vinegar in small bowl, cover, stand
overnight. Combine coconut with water and extra vinegar in bowl,
cover, stand for 1 hour. Heat oil in large heavy-based saucepan,
cook onion, garlic, ginger, chilli, chilli powder, cumin and turmeric,
stirring until just fragrant—DO NOT overheat. Add tomato, cook
stirring until tomato is soft. Stir in mustard seed mixture and bananas, simmer uncovered stirring occasionally until mixture thickens. Stir in sugar then coconut mixture, simmer uncovered stirring occasionally for about 10 mins until mixture thickens. Stir in
remaining ingredients. Spoon hot relish into hot sterilized jars and
seal whilst still hot. Store in the fridge for about 1 month.
Sensational with any rice and meat dish and in meat sandwiches—
enjoy!!

NANA LAVAGNA
Yoo (Philippe Starck)
Designer flats with all high-end
services, yards from Punta
Shopping. Off-plan but opening in
July: should be highly desirable
this summer. One-bedroom piso
alto apartments from around
USD150.000, some with second
daybed area. Two bedrooms from
around USD 230000. Restaurant,
cinema, indoor and outdoor pools,
beach shuttle, computer room,
maid service, gymnasium.

Villa Brava 2
Between the Peninsula
and La Barra. 18 luxury
flats off-plan, with 3 and
4 en-suite bedrooms from
275 to 465 m2, all with
great sea views.
www.nanalavagna.com — Tel 042 444731 or 445 037

Unsolicited personal testimonial from outgoing editor:
there are 600 estate agencies in Maldonado, and after
experiencing many of them we now go straight to Nana
Lavagna, where Nana is always on top of business and
Nicolás di Modena is a quite phenomenal salesman.

- Joanna Mullee

Coming events
July
Fri 2
Sat 3

Deadline for donating clothes, see below
Used Clothes Sale, Lafone Hall, Reconquista
522, 2:00 pm. Please donate good used clothes
before July 2nd by leaving them at Lafone Hall
or calling Joan Lucas-Calcraft on 600 1836.

September
Sat 18 Caledonian Ball
October
9-10
Planned weekend outing to Fray Bentos

Competitions
Many thanks to all those who have taken part in competitions over the last two years, including Les Waring,
Elena Drever de Beare, Richard Empson, Tony Beckwith,
Maureen Hyland, Dick Ferrand, Mark Teuten, Rita
Surgey, Adriana Magnani, Yliana Rodriguez, Martin
Wells, Jane Empson, Pam Laing, Maria Cohrs, Marcela
Bridal, David Hooper, Linda Brady, Edison de León,
Carol Shearer, Facundo Duarte, Ian and Leonor Stanton,
Jordan Leaver, Adda Corbo, Paola Fornari, Fernando
Bonilla, Susan Drever, Richard Cowley, Bill Hays and
Tim Dickinson. The most recent winners are Rick
Empson, for correctly surmising that the answer to the
crossword clue ‘That’s it!’ signalled the sinking Spaniard
(1.1.1) is S.O.S (eso es), Adriana Magnani for getting the
children of Mr and Mrs Hills and Bao (Beverley and
Bill), and Elena Drever de Beare for getting the sat-on
brother of Amos Quito: Esteban Quito. See also p 4.
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